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Optical Potentials have a long history in nuclear physics and are widely used.
Using them for reaction calculations requires a choice of basis states.
Some remarks on those choices: 



Introduced by Watson in the 1950s:
► Multiple scattering expansion for optical potential 

Expansion in:
 particles active in the reaction
 antisymmetrized in active particles

 - in single scattering exact (weak binding limit)
 - higher orders need to be checked

Spectator Expansion:

Siciliano, Thaler (1977)
Picklesimer, Thaler (1981)



Introduced by Watson in the 1950s:
► Multiple scattering expansion for optical potential 

Define a transition amplitude :     T = V + V G0(E) T
      Momentum space →Lippmann-Schwinger type integral equation

Hamiltonian:  H = H0 + V

Free Hamiltonian:   H0 = h0 + HA

          h0: kinetic energy of projectile ‘0’
         HA: target hamiltonian with  HA | = EA |

V: interactions between projectile ‘0’ and target nucleons ‘i’   V = A
i=0 v0i

Propagator is (A+1) body operator  G0(E) = (E – h0 – HA + i) -1 



Elastic Scatting

 
In- and Out-States have the target in the ground state |

0
 

Projector on ground state P = |00|

With  1=P+Q  and [P,G0]=0

For elastic scattering one needs  P T P = P U P + P U P G
0
(E) P T P

Or 
       T = U + U G0(E) P T
       U = V + V G0(E) Q U     optical potential

Remark: the P-space could contain more than one state for e.g. deriving a 
coupled channel problem
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Elastic Scatting

 

In- and Out-States have the target in the ground state |
0
 

Projector on ground state P = |00|
With  1=P+Q  and [P,G0]=0
For elastic scattering one needs  P T P = P U P + P U P G

0
(E) P T P

Or 
       T = U + U G0(E) P T
       U = V + V G0(E) Q U     optical potential

U(1)  A
i=0 0i        with                   τ0i = v0i + v0i G0(E) Q 0i

Look at leading order as example:



0i = v0i + v0i G0(E) Q 0i

● G0(E)-1 = (E – h0 – HA + i)  == (A+1) body operator 
– Closure approximation:

– Average over HA    fixed number (between 0 and EA/A)

 G0(e)  becomes a two body operator 

    e :== ½ of the beam energy in the NN c.m. system == “impulse approximation” 
● Treatment of Q

– Define “two-body” operator t0ifree by
– t0ifree = v0i + v0i G0(e) t0ifree

– and relate via integral equation to oi

–  oi = t0ifree - t0ifree G0(e) oi       [integral equation]

– Important for keeping correct iso-spin character of optical potential

–                  U(1) = Ai=1 oi =:  N n + Z p



Leading order Watson optical potential:   

● Important for treating NZ nuclei 
● Is sensitive to proton vs. neutron scattering 

– In general   tpp  tnp   and p  n

● These differences enter in a non-linear fashion into the leading order Watson 
optical potential

 = t - t G0
(e)  ,  =n,p

Same derivation not possible in coordinate space → KMT optical potential
                     Kerman, McManus, Thaler Ann.Phys. 8, 551 (1959)

                     Average over neutron and protons with KMT factor (A-1)/A 

U(1) = A
i=1 oi =:  N n + Z p



From Chinn, Elster, Thaler,  PRC47, 2242 (1993)

Solid == Watsondotted == τ
0i
 = t

0i
dashed == KMT



Differential Cross Sections for exotic nuclei  (N    Z)

    q[fm-1] 

q[fm-1]

NNLO
opt 

Chiral interaction
Ab initio leading order calculation

Burrows et al, Phys.Rev.C 102 (2020) 3, 034606



Beyond Closure inBeyond Closure in G0(E)-1 = (E – h0 – HA + i)

Expand H
A
 in the spirit of the spectator expansion as

Chinn, Elster, Thaler
 PRC 48, 2956 (1993)

    h
i
 : kinetic energy operator of ith target nucleon

     v
ij
 : interaction between nucleons i and j 

     Hi : (A-1) body operator containing all higher orders

Chinn, Elster, Thaler approximation  In a mean field calculation this is the mean field

Into propagator:

Neglect last term as being next higher order
Channel Green’s function for a three-body problem



3-body diagrams are 
 sorted according to
 the last interaction on the left

After quite lengthy manipulations the channel Green’s function G
i
(z)

 can be written as coupled integral equations represented by
 three-body diagrams.



What did we learn?

Solid line: leading order NN amplitudes: full Bonn interaction
Densities: HFB with Gogny force
                  Dirac Hartree from Serot & Horowitz

Chinn, Elster, Thaler
 PRC 48, 2956 (1993)



Ingredients of an Ingredients of an ab initioab initio framework for the  leading  framework for the  leading 
order in the spectator expansionorder in the spectator expansion

central spin-orbit

tensor} 

↓ ↓

Choose NN interaction as ingredient for structure and reaction calculation

Wolfenstein represenation



First PotentialComputingComputing the leading order effective potential the leading order effective potential  

effective
interaction( ) reaction

information
structure

information
thing that puts
them together ( )( )( )= x

S=0,1

scatter off nucleus
with 

0+ ground state 

ρ1
α

ρ0
α   == scalar one-body density matrix

== spin-projected momentum distribution



First Potential

with

ComputingComputing the leading order effective potential  (open shell)   the leading order effective potential  (open shell)  
 

effective
interaction( ) reaction

information
structure

information
thing that puts
them together ( )( )( )= x

matter distribution
= density

spin-projected momentum distribution



NNLO
opt 

Chiral interaction

Burrows et al, Phys.Rev.C 102 (2020) 3, 034606

Differential Cross Sections



Optical Potential 12C at 100 MeV  for    

[MeV fm3]

On-shell condition

From PhD thesis M. Burrows

Along on-shell line:
  local piece U(q)



Fourier transform of U(q) along on-shell line 



Summarizing points for workshop Summarizing points for workshop 
  

 Watson optical potential accounts for different proton and neutron optical potentials naturally. 

  Due to integral equations (N-Z) dependence can be nonlinear

  Simplified studies of next-to-leading order contributions in the multiple scattering series indicate  

●  They are a small corrections 

●  Depend on the projectile energy  (visible ~ 50 MeV)

NN interaction can be consistently treated in the leading order term 

●  Allows to consider elastic scattering from open and closed shell nuclei

●  Description of observables at low momentum transfer (small angles) most solid

●  Moving to heavier nuclei in this framework depends on the availability of corresponding structure 

approaches (e.g. IMSRG) 

  

● With respect to the nuclear force input 
● With respect to structure approach 
● With respect to expansions in calculation of the effective interaction

 

   

  Consider inelastic scattering in an ab initio framework derived in a similar fashion. 

 



Summarizing points for workshop Summarizing points for workshop 
  

  
Explore theory errors in ab initio effective interactions in a consistent fashion
● With respect to the nuclear force input 

● With respect to structure approach 

● With respect to expansions in calculation of the effective interaction

 

  Consider inelastic scattering in an ab initio framework derived in a similar fashion. 

Explore connections between ab initio and phenomenological effective interactions
 e.g. Bayesian fitting methods allow to consider theory inspired priors 
 Understand connection to  “common knowledge” derived from phenomenological work 
  and where that may need to be modified
 


